
Biomass Plant Primco 
Primco works towards making energy supply 
more sustainable. Primco uses the latest 
technology to produce cleaner energy. To give an 
example Primco converts waste wood  produced 
by forest maintenance into heat. They ensure that 
the residual products resulting from this process 
are also reused. Primco is committed to reducing 
waste and their power stations offer a 
sustainable alternative for the reuse of fossil 
fuels.
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The job.
During a risk assessment at the new biomass plant 

for the city of Lelystad a few points came to 

attention. Primco immediately took action.  By 

engineering a local system within several key 

electrical cabinets, AF-X and Primco came up with 

turn-key solution what could be implemented within 

a short period of time and giving the assurance that 

fire safety has been brought to higher level and to 

the satisfaction of the insurance company.

Challenges
Working in an operational biomass plant naturally 

comes with some challenges when installing the AF-X 

equipment. It requires a detailed planning for 

shutting down the plant and you must be able to 

install the system within a few hours to shorten the 

downtime. Along with the technical department AF-X 

was able to install all 4 of the installations with a 

downtime period of less than 3 hours.



Prevent fire with AF-X Fireblocker. 

Fire causes enormous damage. Most fires develop from a short circuit in, or overtaxing of engines or equipment. Unseen.  
Unnoticed. Undiscovered until late, and more often than not even far too late. AF-X Fireblocker is one of the few systems that  
operate from within and blocks the fire directly at the spot that until now could not be protected: right at the seat of the fire. 

Built-in fireman
Originally developed for space travel, AF-X Fireblocker serves as a built-in fireman and swiftly blocks the fire with a dry aerosol 
compound. From the very first spark. Without using water. Completely harmless to man, beast and the environment and with no 
threat to business continuity. Low purchasing costs, low installation costs and low maintenance costs. No need for constructional 
provisions. Long life. No consequential loss. In other words: an annual cost saving of many, many euros.  

af-x f ireblocker | faster than fire.
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